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SUMMARY OF 
FACTS

• The appellant-wife and Abrar Ahmed (respondent no.2) were married 
in 1968. The appellant filed an application in 1979 under Section 125 
CrPC  complaining  of  cruelty to  her  and  her  children  as  well  as 
desertion. The husband replied by claiming that he had divorced her 
on 11-7-1987, and therefore her disentitlement for maintenance. 

• No statement of circumstances, no justification by reasons, no proof 
of efforts at reconciliation and no evidence of witnesses in support of 
the talaq were adduced. The Family Court had accepted an affidavit 
by the husband (in some case where the appellant was not even a 
party) as proof of the talaq and accordingly dismissed the wife’s suit 
for  maintenance.  The wife  appealed to the High Court.  The High 
Court of Allahabad held that although the alleged divorce had 
not  been  communicated  to  the  appellant,  the  divorce  stood 
completed in 1990 when the husband filed written statement to 
her appeal.

• The  appellant  has  filed  this  appeal  by  special  leave  before  the 
Supreme Court.

LEGAL 
REASONING

1. Whether  a  written  statement  by  the  husband  that  he  had 
divorced his  wife  (without  communicating the divorce  to  her) 
would amount to a divorce effective from the date of filing of the 
written statement. 

R.C Lahoti,  J.:  “None of the ancient holy books or scriptures of Muslims  
mentions in its text such a form of divorce as has been accepted by the High  
Court and the Family Court. No such text has been brought to our notice  
which provides that  a recital  in any document,  whether a pleading or an  
affidavit,  incorporating  a  statement  by  the  husband  that  he  has  already  



divorced  his  wife  on  an  unspecified  or  specified  date  even  if  not  
communicated to the wife would become an effective divorce on the date on  
which the wife happens to learn of such statement contained in the copy of  
the affidavit or pleading served on her.” (para 7)

The Hon’ble Judge noted that  there is no mention in any Holy Book or 
Islamic scripture of a form of divorce given by way of a pleading in a 
written statement, provided that the divorce was not communicated to 
the wife prior to filing the written statement.  Therefore, such a form of 
divorce cannot  be effected on the date on which the wife learns of  such 
statement contained in the copy of the affidavit/pleading served on her.

Commenting on a finding of fact, Judge Lahoti said: “The particulars of the 
alleged talaq are not pleaded nor the circumstances under which and the  
persons, if any, in whose presence talaq was pronounced have been stated.  
Such deficiency continued to prevail even during the trial and the respondent  
No. 2, except examining himself, adduced no evidence in proof of talaq said  
to  have  been  given  by  him  on  11.7.1987.  There  are  no  reasons  
substantiated in justification of talaq and no plea or proof that any effort at  
reconciliation preceded the talaq.” (para 17)

Prior to this statement, Justice Lahoti had discussed precedents stating that 
“talaq must  be for  a reasonable  cause and be preceded by attempts at  
reconciliation between the husband and the wife...; if the attempts fail, talaq  
may be effected”. (Para 15)

  Justice Lahoti: “We are also of the opinion that the talaq to be effective has  
to  be  pronounced...  There  is  no  proof  of  talaq  having  taken  place  on  
11.7.1987...We are very clear in  our  mind that  a mere plea taken in  the  
written statement of a divorce having been pronounced sometime in the past  
cannot by itself be treated as effectuating talaq on the date of delivery of the  
copy of the written statement to the wife. The respondent No. 2 ought to  
have  adduced  evidence  and  proved  the  pronounced  [sic] of  talaq  on 
11.7.1987 and if he failed in proving the plea raised in the written statement,  
the plea ought to have been treated as failed.”(para 18)

 
Justice Lahoti thus stated that the  correct legal position is that a mere 
plea of divorce given in a written statement by the husband will not by 
itself operate as proof of talaq; hence, it cannot be said that talaq has take 
effect from the date the written statement made by the husband comes to 
the knowledge of the wife.

CONCLUSION
“The  appeal  is  allowed.  Neither  the  marriage  between  the  parties  
stands dissolved on 5.12.1990 nor does the liability of the respondent  
No. 2 to pay maintenance comes to an end on that day.” (para 19)

REFERENCES • On the essentials of ‘talaq’ 

Chambers 20th Century Dictionary, New Edition, p.1030:
“The term 'pronounce' means to proclaim, to utter formally, to utter  
rhetorically, to declare to utter, to articulate”

The judges quoted the aforementioned definition of ‘pronounce’ and held that 
a written statement by the husband to the effect that he had divorced his wife 
will not by itself operate as a ‘talaq’ because “talaq to be effective has to be  
pronounced.” (para 18)



• Reference to Section 125 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 
(hereinafter referred to as ‘CrPC’)

The wife had filed a suit for maintenance under this section of CrPC on the 
grounds of ‘desertion’ and ‘cruelty’ on the part of the husband.

LANDMARK 
PRECEDENTS

• On the husband’s power to unilaterally divorce his wife

◦ Pathayi v. Moideen

"The only condition necessary for the valid exercise of the right of divorce by  
a husband is that he must be a major and of sound mind at that time. He can  
effect  divorce  whenever  he  desires.  Even  if  he  divorces  his  wife  under  
compulsion,  or  in  jest,  or  in  anger  that  is  considered perfectly  valid.  No  
special  form is  necessary  for  effecting  divorce under  Hanafi  law ....  The  
husband can effect  it  by conveying to the wife that  he is repudiating the  
alliance. It need not even be addressed to her. It takes effect the moment it  
comes to her knowledge." (para 12)

The Judges in  Pathayi v. Moideen  recognized a husband’s right to divorce 
his wife unilaterally in her absence. This precedent was however, over-ruled 
in the present case when considering the legal question at hand.

Further precedents had been discussed in the present case; however, they 
are not directly in point with the legal question at hand.

ISLAMIC 
EXPERTS/ 
AUTHORS 
CITED

• How a talaq may be effected 

◦ Mulla on principles of Mahomedan Law (Nineteenth Edition,1990)   
states vide para 310:

"310. Talak may be oral or in writing. A talak may be effected (1) orally (by  
spoken words) or (2) by a written document called a talak nama.

(1) Oral Talak. -- No particular form of words is prescribed for effecting a 
talak.  If  the  words  are  express  (saheeh)  or  well  understood  as  implying 
divorce  no  proof  of  intention  is  required.  If  the  words  are  ambiguous 
(kinayat),  the intention must  be proved.  It  is  not  necessary that  the talak 
should be pronounced in the presence of the wife or even addressed to her... 
The Madras High Court has also held that  the words should refer  to the 
wife.The talak pronounced in the absence of the wife takes effect though not 
communicated to her, but for purposes of dower it is not necessary that it 
should come to her knowledge;  and her alimony may continue till  she is 
informed of  the divorce...                                               
If a man says to his wife that she has been divorced yesterday or earlier, it 
leads to a divorce between them, even if there be no proof of a divorce on 
the previous day or earlier." (para 7).                                          

Mulla in his book expresses the view that a husband may divorce his wife 
unilaterally without even addressing the divorce to her, and such a divorce 
will  be  effective  from the date  on which the divorce comes to the wife’s 
knowledge. The only essentials of the talaq are that it must refer to the wife 



and the intention to divorce must be clear. What is peculiar is that if a man 
states that he has divorced his wife on a particular day, the divorce will be 
said  to  take  effect  from  the  date  on  which  the  husband  makes  such  a 
statement  (if  there  be no  proof  of  divorce  given  prior  to  making  such  a 
statement).

“The decisions of A.P. High Court in (1975) 1 APLJ 20 has [sic] also been 
cited by Mulla in support of the proposition that the statement by husband in  
pleadings filed in answer to petition for maintenance by wife that he had  
already divorced the petitioner (wife)long ago operates as divorce.” (para 8)

◦ A view similar to that of Mulla has been adopted by the renowned   
Islamic scholar Tahir Mahmood:

“In Dr. Tahir Mahmood's 'The Muslim Law of India' (Second Edition, at pp.  
113-119), the basic rule stated is that ‘a Muslim husband under all schools of  
Muslim Law can divorce his  wife by his  unilateral  action and without  the  
intervention of the Court. This power is known as the power to pronounce a  
talaq. A few decided cases are noticed by the learned author wherein it has  
been held that a statement made by the husband during the course of any  
judicial proceedings such as in wife's suit for maintenance or restitution of  
conjugal rights, or the husband's plea of divorce raised in the pleadings did  
effect a talaq.” (para 10)

Expressing strong disapproval for the opinions of both the scholars quoted 
above, the Court in the present case held:

“Such liberal view of talaq bringing to end the marital relationship between  
Muslim spouses and heavily loaded in favour of Muslim husbands has met  
with criticism and strong disapproval at the hands of eminent jurists.” (para 
11)

“We do not agree with the view propounded in the decided cases referred to  
by Mulla and Dr. Tahir Mahmood in their respective commentaries, wherein  
a  mere  plea  of  previous  talaq  taken  in  the  written  statement,  though  
unsubstantiated, has been accepted as proof of talaq bringing to an end the 
marital relationship with effect from the date of filing of the written statement.  
A plea of previous divorce taken in the written statement cannot at all be  
treated as pronouncement of talaq by the husband on wife on the date of  
filing of the written statement in the Court followed by delivery of a copy  
thereof to the wife.” (para 18)

The Court in the present case thus categorically rejected the view taken by 
Mulla and Dr. Tahir Mahmood and stated the legal position on the validity of 
‘talaq’ given through a written statement. 

COMMENTARY
The  apex  Court  in  this  case  held  that  the  condition  precedent  for 
effectiveness of divorce is the pronouncement of divorce which has to 
be proved on evidence. Merely taking a plea in a written statement that the 
husband had divorced the applicant sometime in the past would not have the 
effect of effectuating a divorce. Nor could a similar statement made in an 
affidavit by the husband in some other case to which the wife was not even a 



party, be regarded as an evidence of divorce accomplished.

This  judgment  can  be  expected  to  restrain  the  Muslim  husbands  from 
playing  the  trump  card  of  divorce  to  defeat  the  wife’s  demand  for 
maintenance. Now he will have to prove reconciliation efforts, establish 
reasonable grounds, and show two witnesses, in whose presence talaq 
was pronounced.

In a contemporary case, Saira Bano v. Mohd. Aslam Ghulam Mustafa Khan 
Sherwani,  the question of law raised was the same as that in the present 
case. The following view expressed by A. Palkar J. is in consonance with the 
judgment delivered by Jusice Lahoti in Shamim Ara:

“The Forum of judicial proceedings cannot be used for declaring existence  
or cessation of legal relationship between the parties and, therefore, in our  
view mere contention in  the written statement or  in  any application or  in  
plaint  by  itself  cannot  be  accepted  to  be  either  an  acknowledgment  of  
divorce already given specially even without deciding upon the validity and  
legality  of  the  earlier  divorce.  It  can  never  be  said  to  mean  a  fresh  
declaration of divorce from the date of such assertion being made in the  
proceedings or even from the date when it is stated in the proceedings.” (Pg. 
14) 

The legal position as of now stands as stated in the present case.
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